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Abstract 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is a unique fluoropolymer comprising of only fluorine and carbon 

atoms with various desirable properties such as non-stick, chemical inertness, thermal stability and 

electrical insulation. Molding and sintering techniques following by pressurized preforming are 

commonly used to cast PTFE for desirable shapes and forms with considerable amount of waste under 

high cost. However, rapid prototyping and customizable tooling of PTFE is yet developed. Herein, we 

reported a novel and facile way for PTFE 3D printing by Direct Ink Writing (DIW). PTFE dispersion 

based composite, with varying amount of Gellan gum additives, was developed as 3D printable ink to 

generate millimeter features following by multi-steps thermal process. In order to fabricate molding 

PTFE properties similar structures, the design of experiments (DOE) method based on Taguchi’s 

orthogonal arrays were applied. The printed structures were prepared by varying three controlled factors 

including the Gellan gum weight percentage, the maximum temperature, and the cooling rate with three 

selected levels. An optimal parameter setting is obtained through a desirability function analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) that balances the desired Young’s modulus and yield strength targets. The Young’s 

modulus and yield strength are found to be controllable by varying the amount of Gellan gum. Based 

on its mechanical, hydrophobic and chemical inert properties, tubular structures with various designs 

were fabricated to demonstrate its potential in medical implants. 
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1. PTFE and its fabrication 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) is a fluorinated polymer with many desirable properties produced by 

the polymerization of tetrafluoroethylene. It is now known by DuPont’s trademark as Teflon®. PTFE is 

distinguished by its low coefficient of friction, high melting point, and resistance to attack by almost all 

chemicals. These properties have made it familiar to consumers as the coating on nonstick cookware. 

Other well-known applications include piezoelectric systems, biomedical implants and devices, and 

mechanical joints, gaskets in chemical processes 1-3. 

 

PTFE was discovered serendipitously by Roy Plunkett, a DuPont Company chemist in 1938, who found 

that a tank of gaseous tetrafluoroethylene refrigerant had polymerized to a white powder. Due to the 

natural properties of PTFE, i.e. low friction coefficient and high melting viscosity, PTFE found to be 

non-machine manufactural and saw little commercial use for more than a decade after the World War 

II. DuPont released its trademarked Teflon-coated nonstick cookware in early 1960.1,4-6 

In a chemistry viewpoint, tetrafluoroethylene (𝐶2𝐹4) is a colourless and odourless gas which is made 

by heating chlorodifluoromethane (𝐶𝐻𝐶𝑙𝐹2) in the range of 600–700 °C or 1,100–1,300 °F.7 The 

product of the reaction between hydrogen fluoride (𝐻𝐹)  and chloroform ( 𝐶𝐻𝐶𝑙3)  is 

chlorodifluoromethane (𝐶𝐻𝐶𝑙𝐹2). Emulsification of tetrafluoroethylene (𝐶2𝐹4) monomers in water 

following by polymerization under high pressure in the presence of free-radical initiators is an industrial 
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standardized procedure. The polymer consists of a chain of carbon atoms with two fluorine atoms 

bonded to each carbon shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fluorine (𝐹) has highest electronegativity among all elements and it is highly reactive, where the 

electronegativity of Carbon (𝐶) is significantly lower than Fluorine. Resulting to high electron density, 

and thus polarity, where the unshared electron pair is pulled towards 𝐹  from 𝐶 . The compact 

interlocking of Fluorine atoms alongside stronger and stable 𝐶 − 𝐹 bonds are the reasons for high heat 

stability where its melting point is around 327°C.8 Fluorine atoms tends to be negatively charged and 

expected to have higher intra-molecular and intermolecular forces due to the electron affinity. However, 

PTFE is electronically neutral due to the cancelation of the dipole moments of neighboring symmetrical 

structures. And consequently, this physical phenomenon leads to a low coefficient of friction.9 

1.1.2  PTFE product fabrication process by molding and sintering 

Even though PTFE is a thermoplastic, it cannot be processed using conventional polymer processing 

techniques due to its high melting viscosity. Thus, cold shaping operation following by heat treatment, 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) chemical structure 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) chemical structure 
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named sintering, during which polymer particles fuse to form a solid molding is used in the industry. 

Molded parts can be made by compressing and heating fine powders mixed with volatile lubricants.10 

Metallic surfaces can be sprayed or dipped with aqueous dispersions of PTFE particles to form a 

permanent coating.11 Dispersions of PTFE can also be spun into fibers.12 

 

Currently, there are three primary ways to commercially manufacture PTFE: compression molding, 

paste extrusion, and isostatic molding. The most common way of processing PTFE is compression 

molding by extrusion as shown in Figure 2 as below.13 The PTFE powder resin is made with suspension 

polymerization to produce granular molding resins. It is then compressed under high pressure of around 

30 MPa and then sintering to a high temp 340-400 degrees C.14 But this molding process can be used 

only for a limited type of structures. For advanced and complex structures, isostatic molding is 

performed. In this advanced process a rubber mold of the desired structure is made and is filled with 

PTFE. Then the mold is placed into a high pressure chamber where the mold in compressed, and thus 

compressing the PTFE into the structure.1,14,15 The equipment needed to process PTFE are high in price 

and the process of molding PTFE produces lot of scraps of excess PTFE which cannot be recycled. 

Thus these molding processing methods result in higher price and low customization for PTFE 

structures. 

 

Sintering following by molding is typically used in PTFE fabrication. Sintering a PTFE molding 

involves heating it at a temperature well above its crystalline melting point of about 340 degrees C until 

the individual PTFE particles coalesce and lose their identity. The melting point falls to the traditionally 

quoted 327 degrees C only after PTFE has been melted for the first time. Design of sintering cycle 
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follows careful investigation of the following parameters: the maximum temperature, the rate of heating, 

the rate of cooling and the section thickness of PTFE samples.  

 

In order to have faster, therefore more productive, sintering process, higher maximum sintering 

temperatures are often chosen. However, an upper limit is imposed by the tendency of PTFE to degrade 

slightly at very high temperatures. Small molding parts can endure slightly higher temperature in 

general. However, for thicker molding structures and fillers containing PTFE composites, which 

meaning less thermal stabilities comparing to pure PTFE parts, it is advisable to reduce the peak 

temperature to 360°C. Sintering can happen as long as temperature go beyond the melting point, 

therefore, the effective sintering time is always longer than the dwell period at maximum temperature.  

 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of typical industrial manufacturing process by extrusion molding: a) 

ram, b) cylinder, c) PTFE mixture, and d) die. Reprinted permission from13. Copyright ©  Springer 

Nature 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of typical industrial manufacturing process by extrusion molding: a) ram, 

b) cylinder, c) PTFE mixture, and d) die. Reprinted permission from13. Copyright ©  Springer Nature 
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The initial heating rate of sintering is limited by the need to minimize stresses set up in the molding as 

it expands on temperature near the melting point. 20% to 25% is a typical volume expansion value 

during the heat up process from solid to gel state. Thin section moldings can be treated with a fast 

ramping rate as fast as the heating equipment can go up to, or even to place the molding in an oven 

already heated to 380°C. However, a dwell period around PTFE’s maximum service temperature, 260 

to 310°C, is often used for thicker molding sections. The reason behind is to make sure the entire 

molding reaches the same temperature before it passes into the gel state. 

 

Lastly, the quenching rate as the final step of sintering cycle is also one of the essential parameters to 

control. The rate of cooling is governed mainly by the crystallinity required in the finished product, 

slow cooling giving maximum crystallinity, and quench cooling minimum crystallinity. Similarly, fast 

cooling rate can be considered for thin molding parts to increase productivity. For thicker moldings, 

slow cooling is advised as the risk of introducing high stresses which may cause cracking or severe 

distortion. In general, slow cooling rate from the maximum temperature to 300°C, followed by a dwell 

period is used to minimize residual stress inside the molding parts. 6 hours dwell time at around 250°C 

is used if one required completely stress-free moldings. In the end, a slow cooling rate not greater than 

30°C/hour is usually used to let the product further cool down to room temperature.1 

 

Table 1 shows a typical industrial thermal processing cycle for PTFE moldings. Seven intervals with 

three dwell periods in heat-up, melting, and quenching are included. The length of each intervals is 

governed by the section thickness of the molding. Theoretically, the thickness is defined as the 

minimum dimension of wall thickness of a tube, the diameter of a solid rod, or the thickness of a sheet 
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or disc. Figures 3 shows the graph of a complete cycle for molding parts regardless of thickness of the 

structure. Specifically, the thickness range of 20 - 50 mm of molding parts are relatively negligible as 

regards to the sintering cycle. However, as sintering time and temperature can have a marked effect on 

the end properties of PTFE moldings. Once a specific sintering cycles is chosen, it must be consistently 

used regardless of the dimensions of the rest products if moldings of consistent quality are to be 

produced. 

 

Interval Number Temperature range (°C) Time (Hr) 

1 R.T. to 310 7 

2 Dwell at 310 0 

3 310 to 380 4 

4 Dwell at 380 5.5 

5 380 to 300 4 

6 Dwell at 300 0 

7 300 to 100 4.5 

Table 1. Typical thermal steps in PTFE industrial sintering cycle. 

Table 1. Typical thermal steps in PTFE industrial sintering cycle. 

Figure 3. Typical thermal steps in PTFE industrial sintering cycle. 
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1.1.3 PTFE 3D Printing 

The 3M Company claimed that they are able to able to 3D print PTFE with 3M™ Dyneon™ PTFE 

successfully. Stereolithography, known as SLA, was used for 3D printed PTFE. SLA is a technique that 

converts liquid materials in resin form into solid parts layer by layer. Curing of liquid resin is done by 

using a light source selectively in a process called photopolymerization. SLA is widely used to create 

models, prototypes, patterns, and production parts for a range of industries from engineering and 

product design to manufacturing as shown in Figure 4.16 

 

In this process a precisely controlled, high power laser is used to crosslink the resin layer by layer. 

While the method is efficient in making printed structures considering the amount of wasted resin. So 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of SLA 3D printing technique. Preprint permission from16. Copyright ©  2018 

The Author(s). Licensee InTech. 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of SLA 3D printing technique. Preprint permission from16. Copyright ©  2018 The 

Author(s). Licensee InTech. 
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far, the available properties of printed PTFE are its yield strength, ranges from 8 to 12 MPa with 10% 

offset under ASTM D1708, and a smoother surface shown by dome-shaped printed features without 

any quantification. Furthermore, patents regards to 3M 3D printing with 3M™ Dyneon™ PTFE are 

still suspending. No patents are released from 3M Company yet thus far. 

 

1.1.4 Direct Ink Writing 3D printing technique 

Direct ink writing, known as DIW, is one of the 3D printing fabrication methods that employ a 

computer-controlled translation stage embedding with ink-deposition nozzle, which generates 3D 

patterns by extruding material from pre-loaded ink cartridges with controlled architecture and 

composition.17 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of DIW; a) the filamentary-based DIW; b) the droplet-based DIW. 

Reprint permission from18. Copyright ©  John Wiley and Sons 

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of DIW; a) the filamentary-based DIW; b) the droplet-based DIW. Reprint 

permission from18. Copyright ©  John Wiley and Sons 
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DIW is a concept raised by Jennifer A. Lewis, where she further categorizes that the filamentary-based 

approaches and the droplet-based approaches are two basic type of DIW, as shown in Figure 5 a) and 

b).18 The filamentary-based approaches includes robocasting,19,20 micro-pen writing,21 and fused 

deposition.22 Such as ink-jet printing,23 and hot-melt printing24 are counted as the droplet-based 

approaches. One important part to make DIW successful is to make 3D printed ink as shear thinning 

materials. Strategies of transferring Newtonian fluids, including various gels and liquid solvent, are to 

use highly shear thinning colloidal suspensions,21 colloidal gels,25 polymer melts,26 dilute colloidal 

fluids,27 waxes,28 and concentrated polyelectrolyte complexes as shear thinning agents or additives.29 

The solidification methods of above inks can be generally classified into liquid evaporation,23 gelation,30 

or a temperature31 or solvent-induced phase change.32  

 

By controlling the ink composition and printing parameters, various 3D designs can be printed to 

construct for example continuous, spanning or high aspect ratio features. Self-spanning structures, 

especially latter structures, are one of the most challenging one to print due to the self-supporting parts 

underlying features that span gaps. Periodic architectures employing filamentary features with various 

sizes are one of the most interesting field raising in DIW 3D printing. Concentrated colloidal, fugitive 

organic, and polyelectrolyte inks are widely used to render such hierarchical architectures because of 

their respective applications such as functional composites,33 microfluidic networks,30 and templates for 

photonic bandgap materials34 and inorganic–organic hybrid structures.32  
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1.1.5 Gellan Gum 

Gellan gum was first approved for use in food industry in Japan around 1990. Each repeated unit of 

gellan gum consists of a tetra-saccharide unit, glucose, glucuronic acid, glucose and rhamnose, shown 

in Figure 6 a).35,36 Transparent gel can be formed in the presence of divalent cations, such as Ca2+.37 It 

is well known that gellan gum exhibits a conformational change from the disordered state (single chain) 

to the ordered state (double helix) with decreasing temperature, and the gelation is considered to be 

mediated by the double-helix formation and the association of such helices which is enhanced by the 

presence of metallic cations.37-39  Gellan gum hydrogel is a good example of thermos-reversible sol-

gel transitions because it dissolves well in water if it is converted into, for example, a sodium type, and 

it forms a transparent gel. The structure of the gel network and the chain properties between crosslinks 

can affect the physical nature of the gel state. The temperature related rheological and physicochemical 

properties of gellan gum coiling mechanism in the sol-gel transition state attracts many research 

interests. 40-43
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The mechanism of gellan gum gelation is now well deduced largely from physical and physical-

chemical studies.44 Oriented gellan gum fibers produce excellent X-ray diffraction patterns.45 Analysis 

of these patterns has led to atomic resolution models for gellan helices and their packing within the 

crystalline junction zones formed in the presence of certain gel-promoting cations.46 Therefore, due to 

the binding of certain cations, locally aggregated regions or so called physically crystalline regions are 

formed within the junction zones. Two separable and thermos-reversible steps are involved in the 

gelation process.47,48 The first stage is a conformational change of the polysaccharide from a disordered 

coil form to an ordered helical structure, as shown in Figure 6 b)48. This ordered helical stage is also 

accompanied by intermolecular association or aggregation of the polysaccharide chains at sufficient 

Figure 6. a) Chemical structure of gellan gum repeated unit;36 b) Conformational change of gellan gum 

in sol-gel transition and coil-helix transition.48 Reprinted permission from36,48. Copyright ©  Springer 

Nature. 

a) 

b) 
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high gum concentrations. In general, week gel-networks appear without the present of gel-promoting 

cations at concentration above the critical concentration for gelation; however, this network structure 

easily breaks under strain, resulting in a dispersion of aggregated structures. However, in the presence 

of gel-promoting cations the gel network structures formed above the critical concentration for gelation 

are permanent.49 The cations are believed to facilitate and stabilize association of gellan helices by 

binding within the junction zones of the gel.  

 

Gellan Gum hydrogel exhibits shear thinning properties at various temperature range. The temperature 

dependence of the storage modulus and the loss modulus are shown in Figure 7. In thermal scanning 

rheological measurement, two transitions of gellan gum solutions, the coil-helix transition and the sol-

gel transition, respectively, were identified.50 In concentrated solutions, where the number of aggregated 

helices exceeds a critical value on cooling, the rheological behavior changed from sol to gel. 

Furthermore, this sol-gel transition appeared as the crossover temperature of storage modulus and loss 

modulus. Both transition temperatures shifted to higher temperatures with increasing concentration of 

Gellan Gum.51 
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1.2 Experimental Section 

Materials: G1910 Gelzan Cm, Gellan Gum were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich. 665800 

Polytetrafluoroethylene preparation 60% weight percentage dispersion was obtained from Sigma 

Aldrich. All materials were used as supplied.   

 

DIW 3D-printing: The PTFE dispersion and Gelzan inks were initially loaded into a 

planetary/centrifugal mixer PE container. The components were mixed at 2000 RPM for 3 cycles of 30s 

each. The inks were then loaded into 3 mm Cellink syringe barrels and centrifuged at 1000 RPM for 1 

min. The cartridges are then assembled to the Direct Ink Writing 3D Printer (Inkredible+ 3D Bioprinter, 

Cellink) and connected to air pump. Pressure of 5 to 170 Pa were used. The structures were printed with 

an 18 G (12.22 mm) nozzle. Files made with Solidworks were used to design and create the structures. 

The structures were printed on a Teflon sheet (McMaster-Carr), which aided in the release of the printed 

structure from the substrate after the freezing for 60 minutes at -27°C. The structures were then taken 

Figure 7. Shear thinning properties of gellan gum at various temperature range.50 

Reprinted permission from50. Copyright ©  Springer Nature.  

[5,6]. Copyright (2008,2012) American Chemical Society. 

Figure 7. Shear thinning properties of gellan gum at various temperature range.50 Reprinted 

permission from50. Copyright ©  Springer Nature. 
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off the Teflon sheet and then taken to a 1700°C high-temperature atmospheric furnace and underwent 

different heat cycles 

 

Ink Rheology: Rotational rheology measurements were performed on an Anton-Paar Instruments 

MCR-9 rheometer, using a 1° cone and plate setup. The temperature of the plate was kept at 23 °C. Ink 

viscosities were measured at shear rates ranging from 0.01 to 1000 s−1. Oscillatory measurements of 

the elastic and viscous moduli were performed at a constant frequency of 1 Hz. 

 

Characterization: Thermal characterization includes the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and 

the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The DSC measurements were carried out using a TA 

Instruments Q20 for both PTFE dispersion and PTFE/GG composite. The TGA measurements were 

performed using the Perkin Elmer TGA 8000 at a scanning rate of 10°C/min from room temperature to 

800°C under nitrogen flow. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were obtained using a JSM-

IT100 SEM.  
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1.3 Results and discussion 

1.3.1 PTFE 3D Printing process with DIW 

Various tubular designs were firstly drawn in 3D AutoCAD, and translated into modifiable STL files. 

Printer setting was adjusted with proper extrusion pressure and printing speed. Printing nozzle with 

outer diameter 1.2 mm was used consistently during the printing process. Glass slides with PTFE 

membrane taped on top were used as printing substrates. The tubular features were constructed by 

filament extrusion in a layer-by-layer manner. As-printed structures are brittle and easily break into 

parts due to the lack of mechanical properties. Freezing such structures in negative 80°C for 30 minutes 

gave as-printed structures stiffness to some extends due to water freezing. Then the solid structures 

were placed into high temperature atmosphere furnace for further sintering. Figure 8 shows a schematic 

diagram of the DIW 3D printing of PTFE process. 

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of 3D printing PTFE by DIW with a tubular structure. 

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of 3D printing PTFE by DIW with a tubular structure. 
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1.3.2 Printability Characterization 

The printability of the composite ink was evaluated by varying the printing pressure and gellan gum 

concentration in the ink, while fixing other parameters including nozzle diameter, and printing 

temperature. We found the ink can be printed into 3D structures when the concentration of gellan gum 

in the composite is between 0.5 and 1.5 wt% and the pressure is above a certain threshold, as shown in 

Figure 9. When gellan gum concentration is below 0.5 wt% or above 1.5 wt%, the ink cannot be printed 

due to liquid spreading or nozzle clogging, respectively; and when the printing pressure is below the 

threshold value, the ink cannot flow out of the nozzle. 

 

Figure 9. Printability graph indicating printable regions with known pressure at various gellan 

gum concentration. 

Figure 9. Printability graph indicating printable regions with known pressure at various gellan gum 

concentration. 
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1.3.3 Ink Rheology Characterization 

 

 

a) a) 

Figure 10. Rheology characterization of inks with various gallan gum concentration; a) 

Viscosity versus shear rate; b) Storage and loss modulus versus shear stress. 

Figure 10. Rheology characterization of inks with various gallan gum concentration; a) Viscosity 

versus shear rate; b) Storage and loss modulus versus shear stress. 

b) 

a) 
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The rheological behavior of composite inks of varying composition are shown in Figure 10. The pure 

PTFE dispersion exhibits a viscosity around 100 Pa•s that is independent of shear rate as shown in 

Figure 10 a). As a consequence, the shear storage modulus of this ink is lower than its loss modulus, 

and both moduli are independent of applied shear stress as shown in Figure 10 b). While the PTFE 

dispersion readily flows through fine nozzles under modest applied pressures, it immediately wets and 

spreads upon exiting the nozzle and lacks the ability to support itself. The addition of Gellan Gum 

transforms the dispersion into a viscoelastic fluid. The resulting material, referred to as the composite 

ink, possesses a viscosity that exceeds 10^7 to 10^8 Pa•s at low shear rates (∼0.01 s −1) that is four 

orders of magnitude higher than the pure dispersion. Due to its strong shear thinning behavior, this ink 

exhibits an apparent viscosity of 10^4 to 10^5 Pa•s at shear rates (∼50 s −1) typically experienced 

during printing. Hence, the ink viscosity is two order of magnitude higher than that of the dispersion 

alone under relevant printing conditions. The composite ink exhibits a plateau value of storage modulus 

at around 10^4 Pa. With the increasing amount of gellan gum additives, the plateau modulus of each 

ink ranges from 10^4 to 20^4 Pa, while their shear yield stress ranges from 100 to 500 Pa, respectively. 

The decreasing trend of these key rheological parameters are in good agreement with the pressure 

enhancement in the printability characterization result. 
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1.3.4 Thermal process and thermal properties characterization 

Sintering temperature plays an important role on the formation of 3D printed PTFE. DSC analysis 

(Figure 11 a) indicated that PTFE had a melting temperature of 327.4°C. TGA curves (Figure 11 b) 

showed that GG/PTFE ink started to decompose at around 470°C and the residual was less than 20 wt% 

at 600 C. GG/PTFE (1.5 wt%) composite fibers showed two weight-loss steps. The first weight loss 

(~10 wt%) occurred between 25–300°C, which was corresponding to the decomposition of gellan gum 

and the residual solvent from PTFE emulsion. The second weight loss started at 472.5 C, which was 

attributed to the decomposition of PTFE. In conclusion, the sintering temperatuDyre could be in the 

range of 330–430 C. To investigate the effect on mechanical properties, hydrophobicity and chemical 

resistance, sintering temperature and cooling rate with three different levels with varying gellan gum 

concentration were chosen for the treatment of GG/PTFE composite ink, as shown in Figure 12. A 

Figure 11. Thermal properties characterization of bulk PTFE dispersion and composite ink; a) 

TGA of PTFE, inks and gellan gum; b) DSC of PTFE and inks. 

Figure 11. Thermal properties characterization of bulk PTFE dispersion and composite ink; a) TGA of 

PTFE, inks and gellan gum; b) DSC of PTFE and inks. 
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typical heating rate at 60°C/hr is chosen for the sintering cycle. In general, dwell periods at maximum 

service temperature (260°C) and maximum sintering temperature are key features for a typical sintering 

cycle, where the time of heat conduction are taking into account. We aimed to perform a fabrication 

recipe of novel 3D printed PTFE materials, therefore a Taguchi DOE was carried out with three 

parameters including maximum sintering temperature and cooling rate. The three levels of maximum 

sintering temperature are 340°C, 380°C and 420°C; and cooling rate are 12°C/hr, 60°C/hr and 150 °C/hr, 

respectively.  

Figure 12. Sintering cycle with multiple thermal steps at a) different maximum temperature, and 

b) cooling rates. 

Figure 12. Sintering cycle with multiple thermal steps at a) different maximum temperature, and b) 

cooling rates. 

a) 

b) 
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1.3.5 Morphology studies 

Figure 13. Scanning electronical microscope of ink composites after 3D printing；a) scale bar in 

20 um; b) scale bar in 10 um; c) scale bar in 1 um; d) scale bar in 5 um; e) scale bar in 2 um; f) 

scale bar in 1 um. 

Figure 13. Sintering cycle with multiple thermal steps at a) different maximum temperature, and b) 

cooling rates. 
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Figure 14. Scanning electronical microscope of ink composites after sintering；a) cycled for 

internal and external structures with scale bar in 100 um; b) scale bar in 50 um. 

Figure 14. Scanning electronical microscope of ink composites after sintering；a) cycled for internal 

and external structures with scale bar in 100 um; b) scale bar in 50 um. 

Figure 15. Scanning electronical microscope of composites inner structure after sintering；a) 

scale bar in 20 um; b) scale bar in 10 um; c) scale bar in 5 um; d) scale bar in 1 um.  

Figure 15. Scanning electronical microscope of composites inner structure after sintering；a) scale 

bar in 20 um; b) scale bar in 10 um; c) scale bar in 5 um; d) scale bar in 1 um. 
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The morphology of the GG/PTFE composite as printing is shown in SEM micrographs in Figure 13. 

SEM was taken for samples before and after high temperature thermal process uder the fabrication 

condition that give the most bulk PTFE Young’s modulus similar properties. At low magnification 

(Figure 13 a), there is an abundance of evenly separated gellan gum fiber networks in un-sintered PTFE 

dispersion matrix, indicating good fiber network dispersion and distribution. At higher magnification 

(Figure 13 b, c, d), PTFE particles are well adhered and wetted along the fiber length. The PTFE 

particles with measured average diameters ~320nm preserve their round shape and do not appear 

significantly deformed. High magnification SEM of sintered composite (Figure 14 a, b) indicates two 

different structures from sintered material. As circled in the figure, internal structures and surface 

structures are identified and observed in higher magnification in the following figures (Figure 15, 16). 

In Figure 15, fibril-like structures from the inner part of the tensile specimen show interesting 

networking distribution. We raised one hypothesis that each fibril is composed by a series of PTFE 

particles wrapping along one gellan gum fiber during the sintering process. The measured average width 

of the fibril is around 540nm, which supports the hypothesis we concluded that the width is an add-up 

Figure 16. Scanning electronical microscope of composites surface structure after sintering；a) 

scale bar in 10 um; b) scale bar in 2 um. 

Figure 16. Scanning electronical microscope of composites surface structure after sintering；a) scale 

bar in 10 um; b) scale bar in 2 um. 
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of PTFE particles wrapping on top of gellan gum fibers. Furthermore, the surface structure of sintered 

material is also investigated such that only round shape nodes are observed, as shown in Figure 16. An 

EDX was performed for sintered material to confirm the existence of fluorine elements as shown in 

Figure 17. 

 

1.4 Conclusion 

We successfully fabricated 3D structures of PTFE by adding gellan gum as binding materials with 

Direct Ink Writing 3D printing technique. Such material further went through various thermal process 

to obtain desirable mechanical properties. Morphology evidence show interesting networking structure 

of the matrix and binding materials. Further mechanical and optimization experiments under the 

Taguchi Design of Experiment will be performed and concluded in the next section. 

F 

C 

Pt 

Figure 17. EDX of composites after sintering, indicating the existence of fluorine 

and carbon elements. 

Figure 17. EDX of composites after sintering, indicating the existence of fluorine and 

carbon elements. 
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2. Taguchi Design of Experiment of uniaxial tensile 

experiment for 3D printed PTFE structures 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Design of Experiment (DOE) 

Design of experiment, or DOE, is the technique used for guiding the choice of the experiments to be 

performed in an efficient way. The data subject to experimental error or noise are usually involved, and 

the results can be significantly affected by error or noise. Appropriate statistical methods are therefore 

better to analyze the data. Replication, randomization, and blocking are three basic principles of 

statistical methods in experimental design.52 More specifically, in order to obtain a more precise result 

with statistical errors, replication is defined as the repetition of the experiment. Randomization refers 

to the random order in which the runs of the experiment are to be performed.53 In this way, the conditions 

in one run neither depend on the conditions of the previous run nor predict the conditions in the 

subsequent runs.54 The sources of variability can be significantly reduced, and the precision is enhanced 

at the same time by arranging the experiments in groups that are similar to one another. Finally, 

numerical simulations will be used to replace runs of experiments, statistical issues are usually ignorable 

in this way. However, if one used it as a way of assessing the influence the noise factors will have in 

operation.55 
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2.1.2 Taguchi DOE 

The quality of a product is one of the main factors which affects consumers’ purchasing decision. Dr. 

Taguchi is one of the pioneers in filed of quality control and improvement, who advocated the use of 

experimental design. Reducing the variabilities around a final target is the core idea in Taguchi's 

philosophy. From Taguchi's point of view, there are three sequential stages for optimizing a product: 

system design, parameter design, and tolerance design.56 The system design stage describes when new 

concepts or methods are introduced to a new product or process. Then the discussion of maintaining 

and improving the uniformity of products come out, and it was the parameter design stage. At this stage, 

the performance parameters of a product should be set to make the performance less sensitive to 

uncontrollable environmental conditions such as road temperature or humidity.57 The range of 

variabilities are determined in the tolerance design stage. The activities at this stage may include 

selecting alternative raw materials or operation procedures. At the parameter design stage, Taguchi 

utilizes traditional method like ANOVA and orthogonal arrays with a new class of statistics called 

signal-to-noise ratios in designing an experiment. A standard L9 orthogonal array design is presented 

in Figure 18. 
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2.2 Experimental Section 

Micro-uniaxial tensile test: To impose uniaxial loading, the quasi-static model of Instron E-1000 was 

used with 0.02 s-1 strain rate under 200 N load cell. Tensile test specimens are made under ASTM 1708. 

The force-displacement responses reading from the machine were used to calculate the engineering 

stress-strain curves under each conditions. 

 

Figure 18. L9 orthogonal array of Taguchi Design of Experiment. 

Figure 18. L9 orthogonal array of Taguchi Design of Experiment. 
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2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Taguchi DOE with three parameters in three levels 

Levels of experimental 

factor 

Gellan Gum weight 

percentage (%) 

Maximum melting 

tempearture (°C) 

Cooling rate 

(°C/hr) 

1 0.5 340 12 

2 1 380 60 

3 1.5 420 150 

 

L9 Gellan Gum Weight 

Percentage (%) 

Tmax (°C) Cooling rate  

(°C /hr) 

Pattern 

1 0.5 340 12 −−− 

2 0.5 380 60 −00 

3 0.5 420 150 −++ 

4 1.0 340 60 0−0 

5 1.0 380 150 00+ 

6 1.0 420 12 0+− 

7 1.5 340 150 +−+ 

8 1.5 380 12 +0− 

9 1.5 420 60 ++0 

 

Since one of the objective of this study is to select an optimal process parameter setting to yield a 

commercial PTFE similar 3D printed PTFE products, the design of experiments method was firstly 

implemented. Table 2 demonstrates three controllable three-level factors based on the printability and 

industrial standard as described in Figure 3. According to the printability results, one can identify three 

level of gellan gum weight percentage for investigation on its mechanical and surface properties. The 

sintering temperature and quenching rate are two other essential controllable factors for as printed 

structures. A desired L9 array with nine different patterns is created as indicators for experimental 

Table 3. Taguchi DOE L9 orthogonal array with three parameters in three levels. 

Table 3. Taguchi DOE L9 orthogonal array with three parameters in three levels. 

Table 2. Three chosen parameters in three levels for Taguchi DOE. 

Table 2. Three chosen parameters in three levels for Taguchi DOE. 
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conditions. Table 3 lists the experimental conditions of the specimens for uniaxial tensile test and 

contact angle hydrophobicity test. 

2.3.2 Uniaxial tensile test results under L9 Taguchi array 

To impose uniaxial loading, the quasi-static model of Instron E-1000 was used with 0.02 s-1 strain rate 

under 200 N load cell. The force-displacement responses reading from the machine were used to 

calculate the engineering stress-strain curves under each conditions. Young’s modulus calculation are 

based on the strain range from 0 to 0.5%. The tensile strength and tensile strain are calculated based on 

the ultimate point of stress-strain curve. The yield points of each curves are calculated based on 1% 

offset. 

 

There controllable parameters with three levels require nine experimental conditions according to 

Taguchi DOE, twenty seven specimens were tested with three repeated runs per conditions. Results 

from three specimens under each condition show good consistency as shown in Figure 19-21. The 

averaged curves taking from all three samples under one condition are classified and demonstrated by 

the Gellan Gum weight percentage in Figure 19-21. The results were further analyzed by the analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) calculations to determine whether a given parameter is statistically significant 

as well as its percent contribution and main effect on the outcome. The following tables (Table 4-8) list 

out values extracting from Figure 19-21 with all twenty-seven samples. Means and Signal-to-Noise 

ratio are calculated and listed as well. The outcomes determined for uniaxial tensile loading case were 

predicated, and the ANOVA calculations were carried out to determine the effects. 
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Figure 19. Engineering stress-strain curves of 0.5 wt% GG under three different combinations of 

thermal conditions; a) strain from range of 0 to 0.05; b) strain from range of 0 to 0.6 

Figure 19. Engineering stress-strain curves of 0.5 wt% GG under three different combinations of thermal 

conditions; a) strain from range of 0 to 0.05; b) strain from range of 0 to 0.6 
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Figure 20. Engineering stress-strain curves of 1.0 wt% GG under three different combinations 

of thermal conditions; a) strain from range of 0 to 0.05; b) strain from range of 0 to 0.6 

 

Figure 20. Engineering stress-strain curves of 1.0 wt% GG under three different combinations of 

thermal conditions; a) strain from range of 0 to 0.05; b) strain from range of 0 to 0.6 
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Figure 21. Engineering stress-strain curves of 1.5 wt% GG under three different combinations 

of thermal conditions; a) strain from range of 0 to 0.05; b) strain from range of 0 to 0.6 
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Young’s 

Modulus L9 

Array 

Sample 1 

(MPa) 

Sample 2 

(MPa) 

Sample 3 

(MPa) 

Mean (MPa) S/N Ratio 

1 840.70 947.02 933.85 940.70 59.47 

2 1039.31 1216.54 1052.94 1102.92 60.79 

3 1266.27 1237.11 1260.49 1254.62 61.97 

4 745.83 752.35 706.95 735.05 57.32 

5 954.38 897.29 882.37 911.35 59.18 

6 765.28 826.15 794.23 795.22 57.99 

7 533.72 517.66 505.63 508.31 54.11 

8 467.53 438.48 400.53 435.51 52.73 

9 466.89 496.45 564.49 509.28 54.06 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1% offset 

Yield 

Strength L9 

Array 

Sample 1 

(%) 

Sample 2 

(%) 

Sample 3 

(%) 

Mean (%) S/N Ratio 

1 11.77 10.89 10.27 10.34 20.27 

2 9.35 9.73 9.47 9.520 19.56 

3 11.39 11.75 11.34 11.49 21.20 

4 8.20 7.89 8.12 8.07 18.14 

5 7.63 7.62 7.50 7.58 17.60 

6 7.27 7.02 7.14 7.14 17.07 

7 5.60 5.95 5.99 5.70 15.09 

8 3.97 3.94 3.80 3.90 11.83 

9 4.66 4.96 4.79 4.81 13.63 

 

 

 

Table 4. Measured Young’s modulus for defined Taguchi DOE L9 array. 

Table 4. Measured Young’s modulus for defined Taguchi DOE L9 array. 

 

 

 

Table 5. Measured 1% offset Yield Strength for defined Taguchi DOE L9 array. 

Table 5. Measured 1% offset Yield Strength for defined Taguchi DOE L9 array. 
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Tensile 

Strength L9 

Array 

Sample 1 

(MPa) 

Sample 2 

(MPa) 

Sample 3 

(MPa) 

Mean (MPa) S/N Ratio 

1 13.73 12.18 11.72 11.62 21.28 

2 10.36 9.89 9.61 9.95 19.95 

3 12.36 12.62 12.01 12.33 21.82 

4 10.51 10.47 10.38 10.45 20.38 

5 7.68 7.94 7.79 7.80 17.84 

6 10.95 7.81 7.43 8.73 18.45 

7 7.72 8.05 8.66 7.91 17.89 

8 4.45 4.03 4.09 4.19 12.42 

9 4.851 5.37 5.14 5.12 14.17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ultimate 

Strain L9 

Array 

Sample 1 

(%) 

Sample 2 

(%) 

Sample 3 

(%) 

Mean (%) S/N Ratio 

1 40.2 68.33 50.58 41.55 -20.13 

2 5.48 2.39 2.53 34.72 -30.82 

3 4.35 4.69 3.73 4.26 -27.52 

4 77.63 72.43 60.16 70.07 -3.24 

5 4.33 2.69 2.64 3.22 -30.47 

6 3.26 5.06 2.52 3.62 -29.86 

7 62.98 61.53 56.21 49.39 -7.68 

8 5.65 5.29 8.27 6.41 -24.34 

9 2.85 3.52 2.89 3.09 -30.33 

 

 

 

Table 6. Measured Tensile Strength for defined Taguchi DOE L9 array. 

Table 6. Measured Tensile Strength for defined Taguchi DOE L9 array. 

 

 

Table 7. Measured Ultimate Strain for defined Taguchi DOE L9 array. 

Table 7. Measured Ultimate Strain for defined Taguchi DOE L9 array. 
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Table 8 shows the P-values and significance of three parameters to all investigated mechanical 

properties. For the Young’s modulus outcome, all parameters chosen are found to be significant for the 

Young’s modulus studied. However, only the gellan gum weight percentage is found to be significant 

to materials’ yield strength. The tensile strength was found to be influenced by both the gellan gum 

weight percentage and maximum sintering temperature. Tensile strain is found to be only affected by 

the maximum sintering temperature. The actual experimental conditions are normalized to three levels, 

and the predicted outcome values of each levels are shown in the following figures. 

Young’s Modulus Factors P value Significance (P value < 0.005) 

GG% 0.0036 √ 

Tmax 0.0647 × 

Cooling rate 0.0369 √ 

Yield Strength Factors P value Significance (P value < 0.005) 

GG% 0.0037 √ 

Tmax 0.0674 × 

Cooling rate 0.1007 × 

Tensile Strength Factors P value Significance (P value < 0.005) 

GG% 0.0085 √ 

Tmax 0.0286 √ 

Cooling rate 0.138 × 

Tensile Strain Factors P value Significance (P value < 0.005) 

GG% 0.6414 × 

Tmax 0.0118 √ 

Cooling rate 0.7108 × 

Table 8. P-values and significance analysis for each chose parameters in defined Taguchi DOE.  

Table 8. P-values and significance analysis for each chose parameters in defined Taguchi DOE. 

L9 array. 
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Figure 22. ANOVA on effects of chosen parameters on a) Young’s modulus, b) Yield strength. 

Figure 22. ANOVA on effects of chosen parameters on a) Young’s modulus, b) Yield strength. 
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Figure 23. ANOVA on effects of chosen parameters on a) Tensile strength, b) Tensile strain. 

Figure 23. ANOVA on effects of chosen parameters on a) Tensile strength, b) Tensile strain. 
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From Figure 22-24, effects on investigated mechanical properties of three chosen parameters are 

visualized and plotted in a normalized way. The contribution percentage and significance of material 

properties on the outcomes chosen are listed in Figure 24 as shown above. The gellan gum weight 

percentage in the composite has the highest contribution to the outcome with 89 out of 100 percentage, 

indicating it as the dominating effect over all three chosen factors as shown in Figure 22 a). The 

maximum temperature during sintering process and the cooling rate have similar contribution level to 

materials’ Young’s modulus. Higher percent contributions indicate higher influence on the outcome 

studied, where the maximum temperature and the cooling rate are believed to have small influence on 

both the Young’s modulus and the yield strength. Moreover, Figure 22 b) shows the main effects of 

each parameters on the yield strength. The higher amount of gellan gum is used in the composite, the 

lower the yield strength the material will have. The maximum temperature shows a minimum yield 

Figure 24. ANOVA on parameter contribution percentages on a) Young’s modulus, b) Yield 

strength, c) Tensile strength, d) Tensile strain. 

Figure 24. ANOVA on parameter contribution percentages on a) Young’s modulus, b) Yield strength, c) 

Tensile strength, d) Tensile strain. 
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strength in the middle level, while the cooling rate increase the yield strength as the levels increase. At 

the same time, these two factors have minimal effect on the Young’s Modulus which are reflected with 

low percent contributions as shown in Figure 24 b).  

 

Similarly, the effects and percentage contribution of the GG percentage, the maximum temperature and 

the cooling rate on both the tensile strength and tensile strain are analyzed and shown by ANOVA in 

Figure 23 and Figure 24 c) and d). The trend on tensile strength for the amount of gellan gum showing 

decreasing linearity, whereas the trend for the maximum temperature and cooling rate shows non-linear 

results. As for the tensile strain analysis, the maximum temperature is found to be the most influent 

factors out of the three with 98.9% contribution percentage. The rest of two factors, the Gellan Gum 

weight percentage and the cooling rate, are found to have low contribution percentage where shows in 

Figure 24 d) that less than 0.1 mm/mm strain change due to the level change of these two factors. At 

the same time, non-linear behaviors are found from the gellan gum weight percentage and the cooling 

rate for materials’ tensile strain. This may explain by the degree of carbonization of the gellun gum 

fibers are affected by the sintering temperature where higher temperature burn away and vanish more 

amount of fibers. 
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Figure 25. Tunability of the Young’s modulus by varying the gellan gum concentration. 

Figure 25. Tunability of the Young’s modulus by varying the gellan gum concentration. 

Figure 26. Tunability of the yield strength by varying the gellan gum concentration. 

Figure 26. Tunability of the yield strength by varying the gellan gum concentration. 
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From Figure 25 and 26, the control of both Young’s modulus and yield strength by three level of gellan 

gum weight percentage are presented. Both results show that the lowest amount of gellan gum is able 

to give the highest values of the Young’s godulus and yield strength, which is consist with the ANOVA 

results. The error bar in both tunability results show good control of material properties. From 

literature58-60, a typical range of the industrial fabricated bulk PTFE Young’s modulus is from 471 to 

1256 MPa depending on the tensile test rate. Typical bulk PTFE, testing under the same strain rate as 

our work, indicating the largest value of the range, 1256.32 MPa. As for the 1% offset yield strength, a 

typical range from 7.5 to 19.1 MPa is known. 10.30 MPa 1% offset yield strength is obtained under 

similar testing strain with our experiments. For printed PTFE materials, we tried to approach industrial 

fabricated bulk PTFE by matching material properties as much as possible. The comparison of both 

Young’s modulus and yield strength between the best case scenarios predicted by the ANOVA results 

are shown in Table 9 and 10 as below. The effect and influence of the amount of gellan gum on the 

Young’s modulus may be attributed to the core shell cylindrical structures. The gellan gum fibers, have 

low abilities to resist the strengthening force, were forming the core, and the crystallized PTFE particles 

wrapped around the core forming cylindrical shell that maintaining force resistance similar to solid 

PTFE materials. Hence, larger amount of gellan gum fibers as core structures results in a lower Young’s 

modulus value. Finally, the engineering stress-strain curves tested under the highest and lowest Young’s 

modulus fabrication conditions are compared with the engineering stress-strain curve of bulk PTFE as 

control. 
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Predicted Young's 

Modulus (MPa) 

Predicted Condition 

Experimental 

Young's Modulus 

(MPa) 

Literature Value 1240.89 N/A N/A 

Max Value 1245.45 0.5% 420°C 150°C/hr 1266.269 

Min Value 337.75 1.5% 340°C 12°C/hr 339.29 

 

Predicted Yield 

Strength (MPa) 

Predicted Condition 

Experimental Yield 

Strength (MPa) 

Literature Value 10.30 N/A N/A 

Max Value 11.51 0.5% 420°C 150°C/hr 11.75 

Min Value 3.70 1.5% 380°C 12°C/hr 3.81 

Table 10. List of predicted values of yield strength given by ANOVA and experimental 

values from uniaxial micro-tensile test. Literature values suggested bulk PTFE properties. 

Table 10. List of predicted values of yield strength given by ANOVA and experimental values 

from uniaxial micro-tensile test. Literature values suggested bulk PTFE properties. 

 

Table 9. List of predicted values of the Young’s modulus given by ANOVA and experimental 

values from uniaxial micro-tensile test. Literature values suggested bulk PTFE properties. 

Table 9. List of predicted values of the Young’s modulus given by ANOVA and experimental 

values from uniaxial micro-tensile test. Literature values suggested bulk PTFE properties. 
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2.4 Conclusion 

3D printable PTFE ink by DIW was first time made and printed to 3D structures with bulk PTFE similar 

mechanical properties including Young’s modulus and yield strength. Furthermore, the Young’s 

modulus and yield strength of such printed materials are tunable by varying the amount of binding 

material, gellan gum. Comparison between bulk PTFE mechanical properties and printed PTFE 

properties was made and listed. With Taguchi DOE, we identified the optimal thermal conditions for 

printed structures depending on one’s need. This study paves the way for PTFE 3D printing where it is 

rarely developed.  

 

 

Figure 27. Comparison between the engineering stress-strain curves from the highest and 

lowest Young’s modulus fabrication conditions to bulk PTFE control. 
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